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A Dead Body
 
I am walking carelessly and
Laughing on the corridor of a hospital
 
Every body busy in seeing their own work
 
All of the sudden
I saw a stetcher with a man lying over it
I can see only the forehead and the hands
Liad over his heart saying a truth
That he no more belongs to this world
 
How calmly he is sleeping now,
Forgetting the disturbances of the past and future
 
How cruel is the silence in death
Which shakes complete relations he has
 
I felt that
 
There are many hopes in the
Breath he left a time ago
There are many moments that
Came to an end now
 
There is darkness in the room
There is darkness is his body
 
A very calmly moving stretcher
Is carrying a thing
That will cause a great sorrow to the human circle
In which he lived
 
He is what I am
I will be what he is ………..
Just like an epitaph once I read
 
Death is the final destiny of the life
The passage needs to be valuable………..to others
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U know what
 
Life teaches us many things when we live
Our life teaches many things to the world
when we die
 
 
Its a truth
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Cry
 
Life began with my cry
Life understood when I cried for a girl
Life is meaningful when u stop others cry
Life is meaningless when u cant share u r cry
Life is cruel when u make others cry
Life ends with your lovely ones cry
Life is valuable when your enemy cries missing you.
 
That’s why
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Try to cry
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Freedom Of Earth
 
When you are born
Saying by crying is freedom
 
When you are a kid
Askinf for toys is freedom
 
When you are young
Right to choose things is freedom
 
When u marry
Right to share is freedom
 
When u retire
Right to take rest is freedom
 
But
 
When u die
 
You are giving many things that
Can be used by
Another person in this earth
 
You gave the earth freedom
From baring you
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God's Money
 
God gave me money, which is only mine
Will reduce every day
Will be used every moment
Gives the same for all
 
And gave it a name
 
 
Its time
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Luckiest Boy
 
Every time when u walked with you
Every time when others commented us
Every evening when I spoke with you under the moon
Every moment when u laughed with me
 
Its is beautiful life……..
 
One second when I saw you crying for me
One second when u are angry with me
Whenever u asked me “What r u doing”
I felt that
There is nothing in life
Enough than you
 
God gave me a day and night
And gave me a lub and dub
Which only do know about all between us
With these things god gave me a
Person
Who touched all my heart
 
Whenever you make me awake,
The whole night (Hey! For studying)
I can never forget that
Beautiful eyes when
U saw me differently on that day
 
Your memories are safe behind my eyes
You are safe in my breath
 
 
 
The luckiest thing for a boy in life is
Getting a girl who can do
More than his dreams
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Path
 
Those who believes to think,
                                 always sees many paths
Those who confuse to believe
                                 See less paths
Those who believes that he can’t
                                  Can never see a path
 
 
They can never go in an direction
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Save My Nation
 
My nation is…………………….
 
Broken with castes rather than religions
Damned with beurocracy than democracy
Drowning b’coz of ignorance than illiteracy
 
 
I can always listen the shouts of the youth
Whose right to ask is crushed
Still for the sake of some legendary dogs(celebrities)
 
Here,
The revolution is bunking work, avoiding classes in college and shouting in the
streets for the change in the rules
 
But not for change in social motives
 
Here,
A leader is one who have dependants, but not followers.
Here,
Science and professionalism is
Refusing to thing the facts
Reading 4000 books and calling stupid fellow for everybody
But not
Ready to observe and analyze.
 
God,
Come to India soon,
 
I know that you have left this country very long back
 
God,
Come to India soon,
To kill this stupid legends
Who ruined the essence of knowledge
Education and social attitude
 
Save My Nation
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Who Am I
 
I’m
doll to my mom
dream to my dad
history of the future
maker of today
 
 
I am always me
Just....
 
 
 
I
am the almighty of this small life
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